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• From: ' "Sandike, Steven Richard" <SSandik@entergy.com>
T•o: . <jdn@nrc.gov>
-•Date: Wed, Jan 17, 2007. 4:43 PM

S. Ubject: Rg 1.109 dose calc on Roseton fish

im ....

k'~.This simple eval does not account or discuss any of the finer elements
Vf error propogation, critical level, environmental BKGD or constants
for non-random error, and other improvements we are discussing with
labs... but simply chugging through the RG 1.109 model I get:

> With 25 pCi/kg of Sr-90 in fish, and ONLY looking at fish, we just
> multiply this by RG 1.109 ingestion dose factors in mrem/pCi, and
> usage factors, in kg/yr.

S/---- RG1.109 =ODCM -----------
Field mrem/pCi kg/yr

> expected human dose term, annually,
> conc dose factor usage factor to
> the BONE, critical organ.

> Adult 25 * 7.58E-3 * 21 = 3.98 mrem in a year
>39.8% \
> Teen 25 * 8.30E-3 * 16 = 3.32 m rem in a year
> 33.2 % Annual Limit
> Child 25 * 1.70E-2 .* 6.9 = 2.93 mrem in a year
>29.3% /
> Infant 25 * 1.85E-2 * 0 = 0

(IPEC uses these numbers in the ODCM... standard RG 1.109
values, nothing site specific here....)

> This indicates to me that the 25 pCi/kg at Roseton, if consumed like•
> our ODCM says for our critical receptor, would result in less than 40%
> of the annual limits.

> Or we could say that about 62.5 pCi/kg = the 10CFR50 human dose
> limit for bone dose of 10 mrem.

Clearly all the other assumptions of the model make this very
conservative, but it's a starting point.

I hope this is in the ball field of what you were looking
for.... We have a lot more work to do with the lab, including sending
some blanks, splits, spikes, from OUR chem lab and working out an
INTERLAB program form someone. Adding some degree of Reg Guide 4.15 to
GW is in our corrective action program due in March, but of course we
are working on it now.
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> CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This electronic message contains information
> which may be legally confidential and/or privileged and does not in
> any case represent a firm ENERGY COMMODITY bid or offer relating
> thereto which binds the sender without an additional express written
> confirmation to that effect. The information is intended solely for
> the individual or entity named above and access by anyone else is
> unauthorized. If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure,
> copying, distribution, or use of the contents of this information is
> prohibited and may be unlawful. If you have received this electronic
> transmission in error, please reply immediately to the sender that you
> have received the message in error, and delete it. Thank you. Have a
> pleasant day.

CC: ;'Donahue, Patrick J" <PDonahu@entergy.com>, "Hinrichs, Gary H"
<ghinric@entergy.com>, "Lavera, Ronald" <RLavera@entergy.com>


